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Descriptive Summary


Title: Whose Beloved Community? Black Civil and LGBT Rights conference video, 2014

Call Number: Series No. 261

Extent: Born digital records (1.9 TB)

Abstract: Video consists of recordings from the Whose Beloved Community? conference hosted at Emory University and primarily sponsored by the James Weldon Johnson Institute for the Study of Race and Difference and the Emory Center for Women.

Language: Materials entirely in English.

Administrative Information

Restrictions on Access
Special restrictions apply: Collection restricted in accordance with Emory University Policy for unprocessed collections. Researchers must contact MARBL in advance to access audiovisual material in this collection.

Terms Governing Use and Reproduction
All requests subject to limitations noted in departmental policies on reproduction.

Source
Transfer

Emory Libraries provides copies of its finding aids for use only in research and private study. Copies supplied may not be copied for others or otherwise distributed without prior consent of the holding repository.
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Citation
[after identification of item(s)], Whose Beloved Community? Black Civil and LGBT Rights conference video, Emory University Archives, Stuart A. Rose Manuscript, Archives, and Rare Book Library, Emory University.

Processing
Unprocessed.

Collection Description

Administrative History
The *Whose Beloved Community?* conference, held at Emory University in March 2014 and sponsored primarily by Emory’s James Weldon Johnson Institute for the Study of Race and Difference and the Emory Center for Women, was an international conference addressing the intersection of the U.S. Civil Rights movement; the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender (LGBT) movement; and the black LGBT community.

Scope and Content Note
Video consists of recordings from the *Whose Beloved Community?* conference.

Arrangement Note
Unprocessed.